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Gessner’s taxonomical skill exhibited
in his discussion of Felchen
While Conrad Gessner is not often praised as a taxonomist, the fourth volume of his
Historia animalium, De Piscium et Aquatilium animantium natura (1558) which deals
with aquatic animals, shows a strong focus on sorting species into groups based on
their physical characteristics. This organisation takes place across the alphabetical
arrangement of the work, through a consistent nomenclature which refers to broad-
er groups of species, and by referring to other members of a group in descriptions of
species. In Gessner’s later ichthyological publications, the Nomenclator aquatilium
animantium (1560) and the Fischbuch (1563), this organisation also takes place
across the physical organisation of the books, which is based on habitat. This ap-
proach is more pronounced here than in Gessner’s work on other groups of animals,
perhaps due to the abundance of aquatic species described. Containing descriptions
of around 700 species De Piscium is by far the most extensive volume of the Historia
animalium. Textual space is saved by describing some species more extensively
while the descriptions of other related species refer to those descriptions and thus
can be much more brief without loss of information.
Gessner’s discussion of coregonids or, in German, Felchen, can serve to high-
light this approach. Felchen, in current taxonomy classified as the genus coregonus,
can be found at locations with high altitudes and low temperatures such as Switzer-
land and Scandinavia, and as a result are absent from the classical literature as
well largely absent from the ichthyological literature produced by many of Gessner’s
contemporaries, including Paolo Giovio,1 Hippolito Salviani, and Pierre Belon. Gess-
ner on the other hand was ideally located to describe these species, twenty-three of
which occurred in Switzerland.2 Tied in with his discussion of Felchen is his discus-
sion of a wider group of salmonids which Gessner describes as truttae, of which
Felchen form a subgroup, both in Gessner’s work and in current taxonomy. Due to
the variety of species, the occurrence of both freshwater and migrating species with-
1 Giovio (1524).
2 Two Felchen species, Coregonus fera (not to be confused with Coregonus palaea which was intro-
duced in Lake Geneva after the C. fera was extinct and is now often called fera) and Coregonus
gutturosus, are known to have gone extinct since the sixteenth century. Kottelat (1997).
Note: This article was written within the framework of the NWO programma New History of Fishes.
A long-term approach to fishes in science and culture, 1550–1880.
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in this group of salmonids, Gessner’s truttae, and of varying morphologies within
the same species, description of this group requires profound taxonomical insight.
Sources and distinct approaches to description
Gessner’s presentation of fish species as members of groups consisting of physically
similar species, combines two approaches to description. We see these represented
in the two sources on which he most relied for his discussion of Felchen and the
wider group of salmonids in which these are placed. Because classical literature is
relatively limited on the topic of fish,3 De Piscium relies to a great extent on observa-
tion and contemporary sources. For this particular group, Gessner based himself
primarily on Guillaume Rondelet’s 1554 Libri de piscibus marinis. In addition, he
obtained information from his acquaintance Gregor Mangolt’s 1557 Fischbuoch,
which discusses species native to Lake Constance,4 and supplied him with detailed
information on Felchen. More information was obtained from Pierre Belon’s 1553 De
aquatilibus, Hippolito Salviani’s and Paolo Giovio’s ichthyological work, Aristotle’s,
Pliny’s, Aelian’s and Columella’s descriptions, acquainted scholars, and fishermen.
The information obtained from these sources was however limited and served to
supplement Rondelet and Mangolt.
These publications are distinctly different in the range of species they describe
and in their approach to description. Throughout Rondelet’s ichthyological work,
identification of species is emphasised to a much greater extent than the physical
similarities between certain species. Rondelet describes seven salmonid species from
across the south-west and south of Europe, the salmon (Salmo salar), trout (Salmo
trutta), grayling (Thymallus thymallus), arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus), Lake Garda
trout (Salmo carpio), and two types of Felchen, Coregnonus wartmanni and Coregonus
fera. Rondelet briefly notes a similarity between these species, 5 however this similar-
ity receives little attention. The descriptions focus on physical characteristics, habitat,
and habitus as aspects which identify the described species as distinct from others.
3 In Antiquity only a fraction of existing aquatic species was described. Pliny described 131, Aris-
totle 117, and other sources fewer than this. In order to place these number in context, it is worth
noting that currently 34100 species of fish have been identified. To this should be added that many
aquatic species that can found be outside the Mediterranean are not among the species described
in Antiquity.
4 Including salmonids, sculpins, cyprinids, perches, eels, esocids, loaches and catfishes.
5 Rondelet (1554), p. 160: “[…] quam vis sit is quoque in Truttarum sive Salmonum genere”, p. 161:
“Truttas salmones esse fluviatiles vel lacustres nemo est qui negare possit”, p. 162: “[…] quem Salmon-
um Truttarumque generi adiungendum esse suaderet pinnula illa dorsi posterior adipose Salmonum &
Truttarum generi propria”, p. 163: “Ut Lavaretum lacus Burgetius & Aequebeletius ferunt, ita Lemanus
Bezolam vulgo dictam, non admodum dissimilem”, p. 164: “Lavaretos […] referens”, p. 172 “Piscis est
ex Truttarum genere”.
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Contrary to Rondelet, Gregor Mangolt displays little focus on the distinction
between individual species, providing what are in fact practical descriptions of
types of fishes. In a single description Mangolt mentions different types of Felchen
with different preferred habitats.6 No further information which could serve to dis-
tinguish between these varieties is provided. Instead, much information is provided
on catch and consumption, on the spawning process of these fishes and the effect
this has on their taste, and on local nomenclature. Much of this was absorbed into
Gessner’s descriptions. While Mangolt was not targeting a scholarly audience, Gess-
ner’s enthusiasm for his Fischbuoch is evident from the fact that he took it to be
printed, even though Mangolt had not given his permission.7 In Gessner’s work both
the approach to description as we see this in Rondelet’s ichthyological work and
the approach we see in Mangolt’s work is visible. His descriptions of salmonids
identify these as belonging to two groups. Firstly the Felchen, which he calls “Albu-
len” in German and “albulae” or “lavareti” in Latin, and secondly a broader group
which incorporates the “albulae”, which he calls Forellen in German and truttae in
Latin. Descriptions of both the truttae and of the “albulae” as a group are provided.
In addition, a number of individual species are described.
Description of the “albulae” as a group using
consistent nomenclature
How are the various species described in relation to the wider group of the “albu-
lae”? Gessner’s description of this group runs over several pages and is interlaced
with descriptions of several individual species.8 In addition to the outline of the
group three distinct species are described in the Historia animalium and in his No-
menclator Aquatilium Animantium (1560).9 In the Fischbuch, (1563) one more was
added.10 The description of the group describes the connected species as “albulae”
and as “lavareti”, and similarly the descriptions of the individual species consistent-
ly point out these are “albulae” or “lavareti”.11 Consequently a consistent nomencla-
6 Mangolt (1557), pp. 26–27: Von Felchen, Balchen und Blauwlingenn.
7 At this occasion, the work was interleaved with depictions from a fish calendar published a few
years earlier by Conrad Gessner and Jacob Ruf. This provides instructions on which fish to eat
during which month of the year, and includes twelve woodcuts each showing two ‘fish of the
month’. Gregor Mangolt had intended his work on fish from Lake Constance to be published as part
of a chronic of the city Constance, which remained unpublished. Mangolt (1556). Keller (2008),
pp. 967–993.
8 Gessner (1558), pp. 33–34 and 35–37; Gessner (1560a), pp. 340–341; Gessner (1562a), f. 187v.–188r.
9 Gessner (1558), pp. 35, 37 and 39. Gessner (1560a), pp. 340–342.
10 Gessner (1562a), f. 189r.: “Von dem Angelin”.
11 Gessner (1558), p. 35: “numero Lavaretis similis.” and p. 37: De Albula Nobili “consentiunt candor
et praestantia in genere albularum”, p. 39: “De Albula Minima”.
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ture links the various species to the wider group. Relatively few species are individ-
ually described, although the description of the group indicates this is made up of
various species which are common in Switzerland.12 It also explains how this knowl-
edge may have been obtained, as it is mentioned that Gessner spoke to fishermen.13
Taking this into consideration, we can assume that Gessner was familiar with far
more species than the four included and consequently it appears the choice to only
specifically describe four was a conscious limitation.
Distinguishing the “albulae” from other truttae
based on physical characteristics
The description of the “albulae” points out that this group is connected with a wider
group of salmonids which includes the salmon and the trout. A limited list of char-
acteristics which they share with this wider group is provided to back this up. Most
importantly, this includes an adipose fin, which other types of species do not have.14
This small, rayless, fleshy dorsal fin is almost unique to the Salmonidae family. In
addition, characteristics shared by all “albulae” which set them apart from other
salmonids are listed. In the description of the Coregonus Wartmanni for example, it
is observed that other than most salmonids they do not have teeth, they have a
smaller head, they do not have spots of colouration on the body, and they have
white flesh.15 Such shared characteristics aside, the descriptions of the individual
“albulae” species pay much more attention to those characteristics that can help
distinguish them from one another than to those characteristics they share, conse-
quently the various species can be identified.
12 Gessner (1558), page 35: “Alborum piscium lacustrium unius generis species, ut dixi, multae sunt,
aliae atque aliae in diversis lacubus, itaque nomina etiam multa cariaque sunt, non modo specie
differentium horum piscium, sed etiam eorundem in lacubus et regionibus diversis.” “Nam et nostri
speciem unam vulgo Albelen a colore vocant, haec nomina generis si admittantur, species pro magni-
tudine distinguentur, magnae, mediocris aut parvae differentia albulae adiecta; vel coloris, vel praes-
titiae et nobilitatis.” Gessner (1560a), p. 340: “Nostras vero caeruleas, tanquam specie diversas, nobi-
libus magnitidine et natura similes, in superficiem quoque similiter ferri, et cetera. Ita in diversis
lacubus diversae, et quibusdam forte peculiares huius generis species sunt.”
13 Gessner (1558), p. 35: “Et ipsi piscatores in diversis regionibus per omnnia consentiunt”, p. 37:
“piscatores hoc genus caeruleis praeferunt”, and page 38 “piscatores nostri contradicunt”.
14 Gessner (1558), p. 33: “Quem Salmonum Truttarumque generi adiungendum esse suaderet pinnula
illa dorsi posterior adiposa Salmonum et Truttarum generi propria.” Also in the description of the
truttae group is is pointed out that all these species posses an adipose fin. Gessner (1558), p. 1199:
“Id omnibus commune est, quod posteriorem dorsi pinnam parvam habent et subrotundam, pinguem-
que.”
15 Gessner (1558), p. 33: “os sine dentibus, caput compressum, corpus maculis carens, caro mollis et
candida”.
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All four discussed “albulae” can be identified based on the characteristics that
are provided. The “Adelfish” or “Lavaretus”16 is said to be found close to the surface,
among other locations in Lake Constance, and to spawn in November.17 These char-
acteristics are sufficient to identify this species within this group as the Coregonus
wartmanni.18 Gessner describes the species as an “albula”. Similarly, the “Albula
ferra”19 can quite easily be identified. The description states this can be found in
Lake Geneva,20 has a relatively broad body and head, is grey and about a cubit in
size.21 This suggests this might be the currently presumed extinct Coregonus fera.22
Although the species could be found in nearby Lake Geneva, Gessner’s description
is brief, in the Historia animalium as well as in the Nomenclator and in the Fisch-
buch. This suggests that, contrary to the wartmanni which he mentions he has
seen,23 Gessner did not study this species himself. He does however mention an
acquaintance who wrote to him about it.24 Like the wartmanni, the ferra is specifi-
cally described as an Albula.
As the previous two, the “Hägelin”,25 which is caught in Lake Zurich,26 is de-
scribed as a type of “Albula”. This species is described as smaller than the others,
16 Gessner (1558), p. 37; Gessner (1560a), p. 340; Gessner (1562a), p. 187. Figure I. The illustration
is copied from Rondelet (1558), p. 118.
17 Gessner (1558), page 37: “Albulam nobilem voco piscem qui Constantie Adelfelch appelatur […].
Audio has albulas minas profunde propius ripam agere […] preasertim Novembri mense.”
18 While Gessner’s nomenclature suggests this might be the Coregonus lavaretus or the Coregonus
nobilis, these species could not at the time be found in Lake Constance. Mangolt provides some
insight into which species were most likely present here. This most likely includes the Coregonus
wartmanni, the now extinct Coregonus fera and the now extinct Coregonus gutturosus. Ribi (1942),
p. 79 and 121–122. As the C. fera spawned in February, the C. gutturosus used to spawn in July–
November, and the C. wartmanni spawns in the first half of December, the species described here
could be the C. guttorosus or possibly the C. wartmanni. However, as Gessner points out this species
can be found nearer to the surface than many other species in this group, it cannot be the C.
guttorosus, which could be found only at great depths.
19 Gessner (1558), p. 35; Gessner (1560a), p. 341; Gessner (1562a), f. 188 r, figure 2. Illustration cop-
ied from Rondelet (1558), p. 112.
20 Gessner (1558), p. 35: “Est et alius piscis Lemani lacus”.
21 Gessner (1558), p. 35: “magnitudine cubitali, ore parvo sine dentibus […] colore cinereo, corpore
depresso et lato [..] caudam latissimam. Carne est candida”. NB: Throughout Gessner’s ichthyologi-
cal work the maximum size fishes can reach is listed, rather than a range. A Zürich cubit was about
60,28 cm. Kläui (1942), pp. 99–102.
22 Not to be confused with a coregonid now present in Lake Geneva under the name fera, this is
in fact the introduced C. palaea. The Coregonus fera was last recorded in 1920 but was formerly
very common in Lake Geneva. Extinction is thought to be due to overfishing in the 1900’s. Kottelat
and Freyhof (2007), p. 646.
23 Gessner (1560a), p. 341: “Mihi quidem species duae unius generis proxime videntur”.
24 Gessner (1560a), p. 341: “Amicus quidam noster in catalogo Lemani piscium, Palam et Ferram
species Bizolae diversas facit: et Ferram longissimi a ripa capi scribit.”
25 Gessner (1558), p. 39; Gessner (1560a), p. 342; Gessner (1562a), f. 188 v, figure 3.
26 Gessner (1558), p. 39: “maxime a pago Vaedevilla”, mostly near Waddichweil.
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Fig. 1: The “Adelfisch” or “Lavaretus”. Conradi Gesneri medici Tigurini Historiae animalium
liber IIII. qui est de piscium & aquatilium animantium natura. [Zürich]. Tiguri: apud Christoph.
Froschoverum, anno 1558, page 33 (ZBZ, Alte Drucke und Rara, NNN 48).
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Fig. 2: The “Ferra” or “Albula ferra”. Conradi Gesneri medici Tigurini Historiae animalium liber IIII.
qui est de piscium & aquatilium animantium natura. [Zürich]. Tiguri: apud Christoph. Froschove-
rum, anno 1558, page 35 (ZBZ, Alte Drucke und Rara, NNN 48).
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with less green colouration on the head, with a somewhat pointy snout, and as
spawning in July.27 This suggests this might be the Coregonus heglingus.28 The in-
cluded depiction29 of a small and slender fish, and especially the slightly pointy
snout confirms this. Mangolt nor Rondelet described the Coregonus heglingus, and
it appears Gessner’s description of the species is its first mention in scholarly litera-
ture. Based on the information he provides on catch it is likely that Gessner ob-
tained information on this species from fishermen.
The 1563 Fischbuch includes a fourth species, the “Angelin”.30 As the other spe-
cies, this is described as an “Albulen”. The description states the species is as “white
as snow”, and is present in Lake Biel. The fact that the description is very brief and
that no depiction was included indicates Gessner did not personally observe the
species. Since the Fischbuch, intended as a popularisation of De Piscium, was not
produced by Gessner himself but rather by Konrad Forer, this may not be Gessner’s
own addition. Either way, based on the description, the species can still be identi-
fied as the Coregonus albula. This species is notably lighter than most Felchen and
could be found in Lake Biel.
27 Gessner (1558), p. 39: “minor est, et in capite minus viridis. […] os habet longiusculum […] Iulio
coeunt.”
28 The remark about the pointy snout and the size of the species raises the question if this might
be the Coregonus oxyrinchus, which only grows to about 50 cm and has a very distinctive long
snout. However this species spawns much later in the year than is described here, in October or
November. In addition the nomenclature Gessner provides suggests this may be the Coregonus he-
glingus, which has a slightly less, but still quite, pointy snout. The observation that this species
spawns in July confirms this, and at 25 cm maximum the heglingus definitely fits the description as
a small species.
29 The woodcut is based on a drawing from Gessner’s collection. Platter, University Library Am-
sterdam Ms C III 22, f. 28 (16th century).
30 Gessner (1562a), f. 189r.
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Fig. 3: The “Hägelin” or “heglingus”. Conradi Gesneri medici Tigurini Historiae animalium
liber IIII. qui est de piscium & aquatilium animantium natura. [Zürich]. Tiguri: apud Christoph.
Froschoverum, anno 1558, page 39 (ZBZ, Alte Drucke und Rara, NNN 48).
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Describing rare species in relation to
the well-known
The wider group of salmonids to which the “albulae” are connected, which Gessner
calls truttae or Forellen, is, as the “albulae”, described as a whole. This description
mentions that this group contains a wide range of species.31 While the descriptions
of the Felchen species consistently point out these are types of “albulae”, those
species which do not belong to the subgroup are simply said to be types of truttae.
Nine truttae species in total are discussed separately.32 These include the four types
of “albulae”, the salmon (Salmo salar), the trout33 (Salmo trutta), the grayling (Thy-
mallus thymallus), the arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus), the Danube salmon (Hucho
hucho), and the Lake Garda trout (Salmo carpio). Of these species, the salmon and
the trout are by far the most common and well-known. As these species are all
similar looking, much information on physical characteristics provided in the de-
scriptions of the common species also applies to the rarer species.
While in the context of each described species some shared characteristics are
mentioned as an explanation why that particular species is linked to the group,34
much of this information is not repeated. The descriptions of the rare species in-
stead refer to the common species. Consequently, the descriptions of the salmon
and the trout are much more extensive than those of the other truttae, including
the “albulae”. These discuss the species’ physical appearance, behaviour, spawn-
ing, habitat and diet. On physical appearance the description of the salmon is the
most extensive, quoting Rondelet’s Libri de piscibus marinis Gessner describes the
trout as similar to the salmon in term of physical characteristics and behaviour.35
The salmon is in turn described as having, among other characteristics, small
scales, teeth and a broad tongue, pink flesh, a black and blue back, a lighter belly,
and many spots of colouration.36 The descriptions of the other species point out
31 Gessner (1558), p. 1198: “De Truttis Scripta Sequuntur Hoc Ordine. […] Corollaria. I. (Huic tabella
de Truttarum generis divisione praemittitur: ) De Trutta fl. & quadam de Truttis simpliciter vel in
genere. II. De Salmarino. III. De Trutta lacustri. IIII. De Umblis. V. De alia specie Truttae fl. quam
Germani Huch appellant.” The text refers to a table which includes the “albulae”, which are present-
ed as a subgroup.
32 Counting the fourth Felchen species added in the Fischbuch.
33 Figure 4.
34 Most often the adipose fin is mentioned. This is also mentioned as part of the description of the
group. Gessner (1558), p. 1199: “Id omnibus commune est, quod posteriorem dorsi pinnam parvam
habent et subrotundam, pinguemque.”
35 Gessner (1558), p. 1200: “Truttas Salmones esse fluviatiles vel lacustres nemo est qui negare pos-
sit, si has cum Salmonibus marinis, qui flumina subeunt, dilligentius contulerit; et partes omnes tum
internas tum externas vitam Moresque accuratius inspexerit. Sed ut Salmonum, ita Truttarum discrimi-
na quaedam sunt, a corporis colore vel maculis, et a loci varietate sumpta.”
36 Gessner (1558), p. 973: “Piscis est squammosus […] parvulas rubescentes maculas multas.”
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Fig. 4: The “Grundförinen” or Trutta magna. Conradi Gesneri medici Tigurini Historiae animalium
liber IIII. qui est de piscium & aquatilium animantium natura. [Zürich]. Tiguri: apud Christoph.
Froschoverum, anno 1558, page 1200 (ZBZ, Alte Drucke und Rara, NNN 48).
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Fig. 5: The “Gardtförinen” or “Carpio Benaci”. Conradi Gesneri medici Tigurini Historiae
animalium liber IIII. qui est de piscium & aquatilium animantium natura. [Zürich]. Tiguri: apud
Christoph. Froschoverum, anno 1558, page 217 (ZBZ, Alte Drucke und Rara, NNN 48).
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these share these characteristics, except for certain small differences, which can
help identify the species within the group.37
The description of the Lake Garda trout, here called “Gardtförinen” or “Carpio
Benaci”,38 for example states that the species has an adipose fin39 and has small
scales like the trout,40 but also makes clear how this species can be told apart from
it. To this end the description states this species is similar to the trout but is smaller,
usually no bigger than a foot,41 has a wider mouth and more protruding belly, and
is limited to Lake Garda.42 All of this, identifies it as the lake Garda trout (Salmo
carpio).43 In a similar manner the Danube salmon is described as similar to the trout
but with different colouration,44 the arctic char is described as similar to the trout
but without spots of colouration on the body,45 and, quoting Belon’s De aquatilibus,
the grayling is described as similar to the trout but among other things different
because it has no teeth.46 While in each case arguments for placing the discussed
species in the truttae group are presented, these are relatively limited, and the ex-
tensive list of physical characteristics presented in the descriptions of the salmon
and the trout is not repeated. More attention is paid to those characteristics that
make the species different from the trout and which therefore can aid identification
of the species.
37 This approach to description is visible throughout Gessner’s ichthyological work. In Gessner’s
discussion of clupeids for example he discusses the common ones both separately and within his
description of the herring, while the rarer are only described separately.
38 Gessner (1558), p. 217; Gessner (1560), p. 343; Gessner (1563), f. 189 r. Figure 5. The woodcut is
based on a drawing from Gessner’s collection. Platter, University Library Amsterdam Ms C III 22,
f. 11 (16th century).
39 Gessner (1558), p. 218: “Pinnulam dorsi posteriorem adiposam habet, que Salmonum et Truttarum
nota est.”
40 Gessner (1558), p. 218: “squamarum parvitate Truttis similis est.”
41 Gessner (1558), p. 218: “Est igitur Carpio piscis pedali magnitudine” Approximately 30 centime-
tres. A foot, or Schuch, was in Zürich approximately 301 mm. Niemann (1830), p. 286.
42 Gessner (1558), page 218 “Hoc tantum a truttis differ, quod ventre sit paulo prominentiore et rostro
longiore.”
43 The woodcut is based on a drawing from Gessner’s collection and was newly introduced by
Gessner. Platter (University Library Amsterdam, Ms III C 22), f. 11.
44 Gessner (1558), p. 1213. Gessner received a description and depiction of this species from Achil-
les Pirmin Gasser. The fact that he fails to mention that these fish frequently reach 150 cm in length
suggests he never saw a specimen himself.
45 Gessner (1558), p. 1212: “quodque maculis seu punctis carent”.
46 Gessner (1558), p. 1172: “Truttacei generis est […] dentibus caret”.
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Problems regarding the identification of species
While the identification of the various described species is thus aided by focussing
on the differences between them, in particular within this group of salmonids prob-
lems occur which can obstruct a correct identification. This includes varying physi-
cal characteristics within the same species, which are carefully explained. In many
cases Gessner’s descriptions of such phenomena form a distinct improvement upon
the descriptions of his contemporaries. In the context of the “albulae” Gessner
mentions an “Albula parva”47 which the text suggests could be a juvenile specimen
that is under three years old.48 A depiction is included of a fish which is very similar
to the one depicted with the description of the adult state but is smaller.49 For the
other truttae the differences between juveniles and adult specimens are explained
in the description of the species in which these are the greatest, the salmon. This
discusses the juvenile state under a separate heading and includes depictions show-
ing both the adult and the juvenile state.50 As, the description of the juvenile salm-
on points out, physical differences between juvenile specimens and adults some-
times led to confusion. In this case the juveniles are mistaken for trout.51 While
Rondelet mentions that juvenile salmons are physically different than adult speci-
mens,52 and while Mangolt mentions that juvenile Felchen look somewhat different
47 Gessner (1558), p. 38; Gessner (1560a), p. 342; Gessner (1562a), f. 188v. Figure 6. The Illustration
is based on a drawing from Gessner’s collection. Platter (University Library Amsterdam, Ms III C
22), f. 28. Mangolt had also described the juvenile Felchen separately. Mangolt (1557), p. 41: Von
Kirchlin.
48 Gessner (1558), p. 38 ; Gessner (1560a), p. 342 ; Gessner (1562a), f. 188v. Gessner’s description
indicates that while some point out there are differences between these Felchen and others, others
claim these are juvenile fish, under three years old. “Sunt qui putant albulam nostram non sui gener-
is piscem esse, sed albulam sive bezolam caeruleam secundo tertioue suae aetatis anno ita vocarit ;
quibus piscatores nostri contradicunt, quod caeruleos observarint secundo etiam ac tertio anno forma
coloresque a genere albularum (de quibus hic loquimur) differre.” Because the juveniles of many fish
species are physically different, this often leads to confusion and juveniles are often mistaken for
different species. Gessner does not provide a definite answer here.
49 Figure 6.
50 Figures 7, 8 and 9. The depiction illustrating the juvenile state, shows a juvenile near the end
of its transition to a marine environment. This was made after an original drawing that was part of
Gessner’s collection. Platter (University Library Amsterdam, Ms III C 22), f. 30. It is not known who
created the drawing or how it came in Gessner’s possession. However it is remarkably similar in
style to the drawing of the trout mentioned above, so much so one would expect both drawings to
have been produced by the same artist.
51 Gessner (1558), p. 971: “Suntque Truttis adeo similes, ut vix a peritis internoscantur, nisi propius
inspexerint. Sed aliquid esse quo discernantur, capite de Truttis docebimus.”
52 Rondelet (1554), p. 169.
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Fig. 6: The “Albula parva”. Conradi Gesneri medici Tigurini Historiae animalium liber IIII. qui est
de piscium & aquatilium animantium natura. [Zürich]. Tiguri: apud Christoph. Froschoverum,
anno 1558, page 38 (ZBZ, Alte Drucke und Rara, NNN 48).
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Fig. 7: The “Selmling” or “Salmo parvus”. Conradi Gesneri medici Tigurini Historiae animalium
liber IIII. qui est de piscium & aquatilium animantium natura. [Zürich]. Tiguri: apud Christoph.
Froschoverum, anno 1558, page 971 (ZBZ, Alte Drucke und Rara, NNN 48).
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than their adult counterparts,53 neither author described these physical differences
in detail or offered an illustration showing a juvenile specimen.54
Male and female specimens
Also in the description of the salmon, several issues relating to sexual dimorphism
and spawning which can complicate identification are addressed. The adult state of
the salmon is described both outside of spawning, in spring and summer until
S. Jacob’s day on the 25th of July55 when Gessner calls it Salm, and during spawning,
when he calls it Lachs.56 The description includes depictions57 of a male and female
specimen during spawning.58 In many species male and female specimens are phys-
ically different, in ways that vary from species to species. Consequently, in his de-
piction of many species Gessner takes care to clearly show this sexual dimorphism.
In the case of the salmon however, identification is further complicated by skeletal
changes which take place in male specimens during spawning. The text offers a
description of this phenomenon. The description of the trout and the arctic char,
which also undergo these changes, do not repeat this information but refer to the
description of the salmon.59
53 Mangolt (1557), p. 41: “Von Kirchlin. Diß sind weiß Schüpfisch und geformiert wie die Gangfisch,
habend groß beüch, werend als groß als halb Felchen.”
54 Gessner added a subscript to the woodcut reading: “eicon haec nostra est, Rondeletius nullam
dederat”. Indeed, although Guillaume Rondelet in his 1554 Libri de piscibus marinis had pointed
out that juvenile and adult salmons differ significantly in physical appearance, he had not included
an illustration of a juvenile salmon.
55 Taking into account the negative difference between the Gregorian and Julian calendar this
corresponds with August 5th.
56 Gessner (1558), p. 972: “Ille qui Lachse vocatur […] in foemina perparum.”
57 Figures 8 and 9. In the Nomenclator a superscript above these depictions states one represents
a Salm and the other a Lachs, however a close look reveals that rather than specimens inside and
outside of spawning these illustrations depict a male and female during spawning. Gessner (1560a),
p. 327. The Salm / Lachs division does not only differentiate between specimens in- and outside of
spawning, but in relation to this also to habitat, as the adult specimen leave their marine environ-
ment and migrate upstream to spawn, after which those who survive return once again to the
marine environment.
58 This focus on the physical differences between male and female specimens, amongst other
things in relation to the delineation of species is another recurring theme in Gessner’s species’
description, not only in his ichthyological work. For example, where Pliny and Aristotle had inter-
preted the male and female lion as two separate species Gessner described both sexes as part of a
single species. Enenkel (2014a), p. 57–148.
59 Gessner (1558), p. 1200, B; Gessner (1560a), p. 342: “sub autumnum in flumina ascendit, ut pariat,
et rostro tum incurvato, sicut Salmones, nomen quoque mutat apud Germanos”. Gessner (1558),
p. 1201: “Est igitur hic piscis Salmonibus et Truttis […] similis; rostro recurve.”
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Fig. 8: The female salmon. Conradi Gesneri medici Tigurini Historiae animalium liber IIII. qui est
de piscium & aquatilium animantium natura. [Zürich]. Tiguri: apud Christoph. Froschoverum,
anno 1558, page 969 (ZBZ, Alte Drucke und Rara, NNN 48).
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Fig. 9: The male salmon. Conradi Gesneri medici Tigurini Historiae animalium liber IIII. qui est
de piscium & aquatilium animantium natura. [Zürich]. Tiguri: apud Christoph. Froschoverum,
anno 1558, page 970 (ZBZ, Alte Drucke und Rara, NNN 48).
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Gessner’s description of this phenomenon is a distinct improvement on descrip-
tions offered by one of his contemporaries. The described changes include the fact
that during spawning the males develop a hooked lower jaw.60 In his De aquatilibus
(1553) and his La nature et diversité des poissons (1555) Pierre Belon presented an
unlikely portrait of a female specimen with hooked lower jaw. Although this may
have been a composite drawing based on the study of both male and female, speci-
mens,61 the text also describes the female as developing the hooked jaw.62 This
misinformation also appears in Rondelet’s L’Histoire entière des poissons,63 but not
in his Libri de piscibus marinis.64 Gessner’s depiction of a male specimen clearly
shows the hooked lower jaw,65 while his depiction of a female specimen66 is easily
identified as such due to the prominently depicted ovum tube. Much like the curled
jaw of the males, this is only clearly visible at the time of spawning. Gessner indi-
cates he obtained this information from fishermen.67 The illustrations included by
Belon and Rondelet did not show the ovum tube. In fact, Gessner appears to have
been the first to clearly describe the spawning process and depict the related sexual
dimorphism of the salmon.
Physical appearance
Another issue complicating identification, which occurs in the arctic char, is de-
scribed a similarly clear manner. Arctic char can develop into different phenotypes,
this term referring to the physical appearance of specimens distinct from their ge-
netic make-up. Three physically radically different types of arctic char are described
by Gessner. Separate descriptions and depictions are included for each type, al-
though it is made clear that these refer to the same species. The first of these is
 Female specimens of Salmo salar also undergo skeletal alterations that coincide with spawning
but only males develop the hooked jaw. Kacem, Meunier, and Baglinière (1998), pp. 1096–1109.
 Another, possibility which has sometimes been suggested is that Belon studied a deformed
specimen. Gudger (1936), pp. 252–261.
 Belon (1553a), p. 172: “Le saulmon femelle, que les Francois, a cause de ses oeufs, nomment une
portier, ou de son bec faict déstrange facon un Beccard, est different au masle, pource qu’on luy voit
comme un crouchet en la maschoire d’embas, qui s’encre en celle de dessus comme s’emboistant en
maniere de haqueboutte.”
 Rondelet (1558), p. 123: “Davantage ilz sont difference entre le masle é la femelle, laquelle ilz
appelent Beccard a cause quell’ha le bec plus crochu que les masles.”
 Rondelet (1554), p. 167: “Preaterea marem a foemina distingunt: Hanc enim ob rostrum magis
adundum, hami modo, Beccard appellant.”
 This illustration appears to be original, no trace of it has been found in any earlier publication.
The drawing upon which this was based has most likely not been preserved.
 The source of this illustration is unknown.
 Gessner (1558), p. 972: “Nostri piscatores in mare tantum recuruari aiunt insigniter, in foemina
perparum.”
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Fig. 10: The overview of salmonids. Gessner, Conrad: Nomenclator aquatilium animantium: icones
animalium aquatilium in mari et dulcibus aquis degentium, plus quam DCC. cum nomenclaturis
singulorum Latinis, Grecis, Italicis, Hispanicis, Gallicis, […]. Tiguri: excudebat Christoph.
Froschoverus … 1560, page 311 (ZBZ, Alte Drucke und Rara NNN 443).
described as “Umbla minor” or “Rötelin”.68 The description provides an accurate
portrait of the Salvelinus alpinus, or arctic char.69 In addition, an “Umbla maior” or
“Grossen Rötelin”, and an “Umbla maxima” or “Grösten Rötelin” are discussed.
These are described as growing to different sizes and having different morpholo-
gies.70 Populations of dwarfed arctic char as well as of extremely large specimens
and normally developed populations are common in the Swiss lakes.71 It is likely
 Gessner (1558), p. 1212; Gessner (1560a), p. 343; Gessner (1562a), f. 190 r. Figures 11 and 12.
 The description mentions these fish are similar to the trout, but without the dark spots on the
body. Their tail, back, and part of the sides are a light red, while the bottom part of the sides as
well as the abdomen is white. Gessner (1558), p. 1212: “Dorsum totum cum dimidiae laterum parte
subroseum: inferiora latera albicabant, venter albissimus erat, caude coloridem qui dorsi […] Pinnae
omnes partim sulbabent, partim crocei coloris sunt. […] Mares ventre, pinnis et cauda magis rubent,
foeminae candicunt, eadem capite superius et dorso magis virent.”
 Gessner (1558), p. 1201 and 1212. Figure 13.
 Klemetsen (2010), pp. 49–74.
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therefore, that Gessner was able to obtain information on this species from fisher-
men. In an overview of salmonid species included in De Piscium72 the “Umbla” is
listed on the same level as other species and then divided into the minor, maior and
maxima, as if these are subspecies.
In his Libri de piscibus marinis Rondelet also describes an “umbla” and an “um-
bla altera”,73 on which Gessner based his descriptions of the “Umbla maior” and
“Umbla maxima”. Here Rondelet explains that the only difference between the two
is that the latter is larger, stronger, and superior.74 It seems therefore that Rondelet
also connected these two species and perhaps even interpreted them as different
types of the same species, however he does not make this explicit. Gessner’s explicit
presentation of these phenotypes as the same species is a distinct improvement.
The fact that Gessner could add a third type indicates he obtained information from
a well-informed expert or studied this variety himself. Recently populations have
been recorded in the same environments where Gessner reports they could be
found, in Lake Geneva, Lake Neuchatel, Lake Constance, and Lake Lucerne.75
Depiction of species in relation to their organisation
In the context of such varying physical appearance within one species, the included
illustrations add to a clear explanation of such issues. Also in other ways, these reflect
the focus on the identification of these species which is present in the descriptions. As
we have seen the description of the “albulae” presents several arguments why these
form a subgroup within the wider group of the truttae. Of the characteristics listed here
one appears to have been the most important. In a schematic overview of salmonid
species in the Historia animalium and in the Nomenclator Gessner presents the “albu-
lae” at the bottom as “Truttis cognati, sed absque dentibus”;76 relatives of the Forellen
without teeth. As we can see, grayling, or Thymallus, is given the same position.
The topic of teeth in fish was discussed extensively by Pliny as well as by Ron-
delet. While they do not organise species into fish that have teeth and fish that do
not, such a division is applied in the work of later authors such as John Ray.77 The
presence and the location of teeth vary greatly among fishes, making this a useful
tool to identify species and distinguish between them. The importance Gessner
 Gessner (1558), p. 1203.
 Rondelet (1554), p. 160.
 Rondelet (1554), p. 160–161: “[…] sed discriminis […] fortasse ob magnitudinem, praestantiam &
robur.”
 Quartier (1951), pp. 631–637. Dörfel (1974), pp. 80–105.
 Gessner (1560a), p. 311. While in fact these species do have teeth these are minuscule, making
this indeed a useful characteristic to distinguish these species from other salmonids.
 Ray (1713).
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Fig. 11: The “umbla minor”, male specimen. Conradi Gesneri medici Tigurini Historiae animalium li-
ber IIII. qui est de piscium & aquatilium animantium natura. [Zürich]. Tiguri: apud Christoph.
Froschoverum, anno 1558, page 1212 (ZBZ, Alte Drucke und Rara, NNN 48).
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Fig. 12: The “umbla minor”, female specimen. Conradi Gesneri medici Tigurini Historiae animali-
um liber IIII. qui est de piscium & aquatilium animantium natura. [Zürich]. Tiguri: apud Christoph.
Froschoverum, anno 1558, page 1211 (ZBZ, Alte Drucke und Rara, NNN 48).
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Fig. 13: The “Umbla maior” or “Grossen Rötelin” and “Umbla maxima” or “Grösten Rötelin”.
Conradi Gesneri medici Tigurini Historiae animalium liber IIII. qui est de piscium & aquatilium
animantium natura. [Zürich]. Tiguri: apud Christoph. Froschoverum, anno 1558, page 1201
(ZBZ, Alte Drucke und Rara, NNN 48).
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Fig. 14: The prominently depicted teeth of the trout. Conradi Gesneri medici Tigurini Historiae
animalium liber IIII. qui est de piscium & aquatilium animantium natura. [Zürich]. Tiguri: apud
Christoph. Froschoverum, anno 1558, page 1200 (ZBZ, Alte Drucke und Rara, NNN 48).
placed on this is reflected in the fact that in the depictions of his most common
salmonids, the salmon78 and the trout,79 as well as several others, these are promi-
nently shown.
Similarly, other characteristics that can help identify a species are clearly de-
picted. Such characteristics are those in which a species deviates from the charac-
teristics described in the context of the salmon and the trout. These include for
 Figure 15.
 Figure 14.
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Fig. 15: The prominently depicted teeth of the salmon. Conradi Gesneri medici Tigurini Historiae
animalium liber IIII. qui est de piscium & aquatilium animantium natura. [Zürich]. Tiguri: apud
Christoph. Froschoverum, anno 1558, page 969 (ZBZ, Alte Drucke und Rara, NNN 48).
example also their relatively small scales, and a broad tongue.80 The grayling devi-
ates from the norm on these counts; it has larger scales and a much smaller tongue
and mouth than the other members of the Salmonidae family. In the included depic-
tion,81 these characteristics are prominently shown. While in the depictions of other
species, for example the salmon,82 the scales are not or barely depicted, the grayling
was depicted with very large scales.
How should we interpret such depictions? In general, while Gessner’s ichthyo-
logical woodcuts, which he classifies as ‘ad vivum’, are somewhat schematic, much
 Gessner (1558), p. 973, B 23–45: “quanquam perexiguis opertum squamis […] lingua quoque den-
tata, brevis, lata, carinata.”
 Figure 16.
 Figure 8 and 15.
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Fig. 16: The grayling. Conradi Gesneri medici Tigurini Historiae animalium liber IIII. qui est
de piscium & aquatilium animantium natura. [Zürich]. Tiguri: apud Christoph. Froschoverum,
anno 1558, page 1172 (ZBZ, Alte Drucke und Rara, NNN 48).
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care was taken to clearly show those characteristics that are needed for identifica-
tion of the depicted species. On the other hand, characteristics that were not useful
in this context, such as the scales of the salmon, were often neglected. Consequent-
ly, many of Gessner’s ichthyological illustrations cannot be considered portraits of
a specimen, but rather are depictions which provide specifically that information
that is needed for identification. In this context ‘ad vivum’ then appears to signify
not so much that the depiction is a representation of a specimen,83 but rather of
the species, and the depictions appear to have been produced with a taxonomical
perspective in mind.
That some thought went into this is clear when we compare the woodcuts to
the models upon which these were based. Gessner’s description of the “umbla mi-
nor” for example is illustrated with two depictions84 which are slightly different.
One of the depicted fishes is smaller, has a slightly less robust body, and a consider-
ably smaller dorsal fin. It appears therefore that a female and male specimen have
been depicted, the female of this species being smaller and having a smaller dorsal
fin. This notwithstanding, these woodcuts were based on one single drawing.85 Sim-
ilarly, depictions of a male and female grayling86 were included, both of which were
based on the same drawing.87 Other, less substantial, changes to the original were
also made in the woodcuts. For example, Gessner’s woodcut of the Coregonus wart-
manni or Adelfisch was based on a depiction accompanying Rondelet’s description
of this species,88 which shows a fish with a sharp nose. In reality this is slightly
stumpier, and in Gessner’s woodcut this has been rectified. Since Gessner indicates
that he has seen the species,89 it is likely this improvement was based on observa-
tion. When we consider such alterations made to the depictions, we can see that
the models were not mindlessly copied by the woodcutter, but rather alterations
facilitating identification were made.
 As pointed out by Sachiko Kusukawa, with this phrase Gessner referred to the effect an image
had on the beholder, rather than the question whether an image was a true portrait of something
in nature. What mattered was that the reader formed an understanding of the depicted object.
Kusukawa (2012), pp. 175 and 251.
 Figures 11 and 12.
 Both woodcuts are based on a single drawing from Gessner’s collection. Platter (University Li-
brary Amsterdam, Ms III C 22), f. 29. The “Rötele” from Mangolt’s Fischbuoch (p. 38 Wintermonat)
was based on the same model drawing. Gessner (1558), pp. 1212; Gessner (1560a), p. 343; Gessner
(1562a), f. 190r.
 Gessner (1558), p. 1172; Gessner (1560a), pp. 313–14; Gessner (1562a), f. 174r. and 174v. The male
grayling is considerably larger than the female, which has been accurately depicted.
 Platter, University Library Amsterdam Ms C III 22, f. 24 (16th century).
 Rondelet (1554), p. 162.
 Gessner (1560), p. 341: “Mihi quidem species duae unius generis proxime videntur.” Figure 1.
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Conclusions
While this takes place on an intuitive level, across Gessner’s ichthyological work
groups of species are identified which make sense from a taxonomical point of view.
As a consequence, these groups often largely correspond with current taxonomy.
Felchen are nowadays still considered salmonids, and those species which Gessner
describes as truttae in the current taxonomy all fall within the Salmonidae family,
in which Felchen form a distinct genus. In Gessner’s work such groups are formed
based on physical characteristics shared by the various members of the group. In
the case of salmonids, or truttae, this includes an adipose fin. The relation between
the various members of the group is emphasised through their nomenclature, in
each case it is mentioned that the described species is an “albula” or a trutta.
At the same time attention is paid to the differences between the various mem-
bers of the groups as a means to distinguish between them. To this end, species are
compared to the characteristics of common species such as the trout and salmon,
and deviations from this norm are highlighted. Identification is further facilitated
by the extensive attention which is paid to issues which could complicate this, such
as the physical differences between juveniles and adults and other physical differ-
ences which can occur within the same species. As a result, it can be easily deter-
mined whether species belong to a certain group and these species can be easily
identified. This attention to those matters important for identification is also reflect-
ed in the included illustrations. Identification is facilitated by depictions showing
both young and old and male and female specimens, as well as variants of the same
species. In addition, those characteristics which aid identification have been clearly
depicted, while those characteristics which are less important in this context are
often neglected.
Gessner’s presentation of species as members of a wider group is an efficient
tool to keep an overview and to save time as well as textual space. Of the twenty-
three species of Felchen present in Switzerland Gessner described only four. As Fel-
chen were well-known species in Switzerland about which Gessner spoke to local
fishermen, it is clear that while information about a greater number could be ob-
tained, the number of included species was consciously limited. Attempting to de-
scribe all would have been a challenge, while the here applied approach, where
general information about the group is provided, meant the author could present a
description that applied to all species of Felchen while only specifically mentioning
a few. The same applies to the wider group of the truttae. The fact that general
characteristics which apply to the entire group, such as the adipose fin, are provid-
ed means that one could easily check whether any not yet described species pos-
sesses these. Once established that the species belongs to this group, it can be dis-
tinguished from the other species by its deviation from physical characteristics
listed in the descriptions of the salmon and the trout.
Generally this approach to description cannot be seen to the same extent in the
ichthyological works of Gessner’s contemporaries. Although some references to wid-
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er groups of species are expressed in the work of Guillaume Rondelet, these are
much more limited. For example, Guillaume Rondelet explicitly connects only the
salmon, the Lake Garda trout, the Arctic char, the grayling, and the C. Wartmanni
with the trout. Gessner on the other hand connects the four Felchen, the salmon,
the trout, the Danube salmon, the arctic char and the Lake Garda trout. In addition,
Gessner provides guidelines for the identification of species as belonging to a group
and to tell these species apart from one another, as well as descriptions of issues
which can complicate identification. These are distinct improvements to those pro-
vided by others. Furthermore, Gessner consistently used nomenclature which indi-
cates that a species belongs to such a group, such as the use of the terms truttae
and “albulae”. Consequently from a taxonomical point of view De Piscium and Gess-
ner’s later ichthyological work is innovative in relation to that of his contemporar-
ies, including those renowned for their studies of fish, such as Guillaume Rondelet
and Pierre Belon.
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